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Preface

Military operations other than war encompass the use of military capabilities for any purpose other than war. These operations range from peacetime operations such as providing assistance to civil authorities, to combat operations associated with short-duration interventions, to post-combat restoration operations. This bibliography covers materials that address the subject in a general manner, as well as readings that focus specifically on recent operations like RESTORE HOPE, PROVIDE COMFORT, and the Hurricane Andrew restoration.

Most of the books, documents, periodical articles, and videorecordings cited in this bibliography, with a few exceptions, were published since 1992. Emphasis is on the United States military's involvement in operations other than war.

All materials referenced in the bibliography are readily available in the USAWC Library. For your convenience, we have added our call numbers at the end of each book entry (keep in mind that call numbers vary from library to library).

For additional information, please contact the Research and Information Services Branch, U.S. Army War College Library, by sending an e-mail message to awcsl@carlisle-emh2.army.mil, or by phoning DSN 242-4280 or Commercial (717) 245-4280.

Virginia C. Shope, compiler
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GENERAL INFORMATION

Books and Documents


Pp. 41-45: "The Army in Operations Other Than War."


US Joint Chiefs of Staff. *Joint Pub 3-07: Joint Doctrine for Military Operations Other Than War.* [in development]

**Videorecording**


**Periodical Articles**


During periods of military police deployment for operations other than war.


SUPPORT TO COUNTERDRUG OPERATIONS

Books and Documents


Videorecording


Periodical Articles


The Pentagon's fight against illegal drugs with fewer resources and a revised gameplan.


"Information Age Technology Supports the War on Drugs."  Signal, Vol. 48, June 1994, pp. 43-44.

"Is There a Need for Counterdrug Operations? YOU Be the Judge."  United States Army Aviation Digest, November-December 1993, pp. 11-12.


**SUPPORT FOR INSURGENCIES AND COUNTERINSURGENCIES**

**Books and Documents**


**Periodical Articles**


*Small Wars & Insurgencies.* London: Cass. Three issues a year (Spring, Summer or Autumn, Winter).


**DOMESTIC DISASTER RESPONSE**

**Books and Documents**


Earthquake response in California.


Smart, A.G. *Military Support to Domestic Disaster Relief Doctrine for Operating in the Wake of the Enemy?* Fort Leavenworth: US Army Command and General Staff College, School of Advanced Military Studies, 1993. 64pp. (U415 .A42 93 S52)


Disaster relief in Florida and Louisiana, Hawaii, and Guam.

**Periodical Articles**


National Guard aid in flooded areas in Georgia, Florida, Alabama.

Disaster relief to the island of Kauai in the wake of Hurricane Iniki.

Relief effort in Florida and Louisiana following Hurricane Andrew.


Relief effort in Florida and Louisiana following Hurricane Andrew.

Estes, Allen C., and Lucas, Alex. "...The 43rd Engineers Link Up." Engineer, Vol. 23, February 1993, pp. 6-8.
Relief effort in Florida and Louisiana following Hurricane Andrew.

Relief effort in Florida and Louisiana following Hurricane Andrew.


To natural disasters.

Floods in southwest Georgia.

"Here We Go Again: Nothing Stops the National Guard; Neither Snow nor Sleet nor Ice." National Guard, Vol. 48, April 1994, pp. 70-71, 85.


Murray, Thomas D. "Disaster Decisions." Military Engineer, Vol. 84, July 1993, pp. 31-33.


Ralston, Robert M., and Horn, Douglas L. "Engineers Respond to Operations Other Than War." Engineer, Vol. 23, April 1993, pp. 8-14.

Relief effort in Florida and Louisiana following Hurricane Andrew.


Relief effort in Florida and Louisiana following Hurricane Andrew.


Following a Los Angeles earthquake.

Ristau, Sonniksen; Schuler, Wanda; and Jones, C.J. "California National Guard Comes to the Aid of Quake Victims and Smooths Rebuilding Process." National Guard, Vol. 48, April 1994, pp. 66-68.


Relief effort in Florida and Louisiana following Hurricane Andrew.


Ward, Jack G. "Disaster Assistance: Time for Change?" Military Engineer, Vol. 84, July 1993, pp. 16-17.


Relief effort following earthquake in the greater Los Angeles area, 17 January 1994.


US Army Corps of Engineers' response to the flooding of the Upper Mississippi and Lower Missouri River Basins.
INTERNATIONAL HUMANITARIAN ASSISTANCE

Books and Documents


Humanitarian relief provided to Kurdish refugees.


Humanitarian relief operations in Somalia.


Humanitarian aid provided to Kurdish refugees.


Humanitarian relief operations in Somalia.

Relief effort in Bangladesh following the typhoon of May 1991.


Emergency airlift of food to famine-stricken Somalia and to refugees in Kenya.


Periodical Articles


Lessons learned at Guantanamo by Marine security forces.


Interview with the President of the Kurdistan Democratic Party (Iraq) and a member of the Presidential Council of the Iraqi National Congress.


Segments of articles written by members of the 1st Force Service Support Group who were deployed to Somalia in early December 1992.


Focuses on humanitarian aid provided to Kurdish refugees.


Humanitarian relief efforts in Somalia.


Interview with United Nations Under-Secretary-General for Humanitarian Affairs.

Elmo, David S. "Distributing Food to the Kurds." Army Logistician, January-February 1992, pp. 2-5.


Humanitarian aid provided to Kurdish refugees.


Humanitarian relief efforts in Somalia.


Humanitarian relief efforts in Somalia.


Supplying food and medicine to Bosnian refugees in the Balkans.

Humanitarian assistance provided to Somalia.


Following the collapse of the Soviet Union in 1992.


Army parachute riggers put together the humanitarian aid bundles that help feed the people of Bosnia-Herzegovina.


Multinational relief effort to aid Kurdish refugees.

Lampkins, Ellen G. "Guard Keeps Promise: West Virginia Unit Delivers Aid to Sarajevo." National Guard, Vol. 46, October 1992, pp. 36-38.


Mandelbaum, Michael. "The Reluctance to Intervene." Foreign Policy, No. 95, Summer 1994, pp. 3-18.


Emergency relief to Haitian migrants.


Humanitarian aid provided to Kurdish refugees.


   Humanitarian aid provided to Kurdish refugees.


   Author was the President's Special Envoy for Somalia from December 1992 to March 1993.


   Relief effort in Bangladesh following the typhoon of May 1991.


   In Rwanda.


   Relief effort following the typhoon of May 1991.


Humanitarian aid provided to Kurdish refugees.


Examines military relief operations in Kurdistan, Bangladesh, and Somalia.


Relief effort in Bangladesh following the typhoon of May 1991.


Humanitarian relief efforts in Somalia.

Vick, James A., Jr. "Intelligence Support to Operation 'GIT'MO'." Military Intelligence, Vol. 19, April-June 1993, pp. 6-9, 50.
Emergency relief to Haitian migrants.


Humanitarian aid provided to Kurdish refugees.

Humanitarian aid provided to Kurdish refugees.


Emergency relief to Haitian migrants.

COMBATTING TERRORISM

Books and Documents


**Periodical Articles**


SUPPORT TO DOMESTIC CIVIL AUTHORITIES

Books and Documents


Periodical Articles


**NONCOMBATANT EVACUATION**

Periodical Articles


Evacuation of US military personnel and their families from the Philippines following a volcano and a typhoon.


Evacuation of US military personnel and their families from the Philippines following a volcano and a typhoon.


NATION ASSISTANCE

Books and Documents


Periodical Articles

Brubaker, Scott. "The Role of Joint Task Force-Bravo in Nation Assistance." Engineer, Vol. 22, April 1992, pp. 37-42. Discusses JTF-B's role in assisting deploying units so they will have successful training events in Central America.


US medical forces receive valuable experience during medical readiness training exercises in medically-underserved host nations.


PEACE OPERATIONS

Books and Documents


Executive Summary of Presidential Decision Directive 25.


Videorecordings


Periodical Articles


US role in UN peacekeeping.

Selected statements and speeches, 8-24 June 1993.


US moving away from go-it-alone ventures.


Issues surrounding US participation in peacekeeping missions.


Growing US reluctance to participate in UN peacekeeping missions.


US role in UN peacekeeping missions.


Peacekeeping & International Relations. Toronto: Canadian Institute of Strategic Studies. Bi-monthly issues.


Phillips-Beaudan, Eric. "Peacekeeping Woes." Retired Officer, Vol. 50, July 1994, pp. 36-42. Recent failures in Somalia, Bosnia, and Rwanda are forcing the US to reexamine its role in future UN peacekeeping operations.


US involvement in peace-related activities.


US involvement in UN peacekeeping.

Selected official statements and documents focusing on US role in UN peacekeeping missions.


"Summary of Personnel Contributions to UN Peacekeeping Operations by Countries." Table. Regular feature in each bi-monthly issue of Peacekeeping & International Relations. (Periodical)


   Based on a prepared statement to the Coalition Defense and Reinforcing Forces Subcommittee, Senate Armed Services Committee, 14 July 1993.

RELATED BIBLIOGRAPHIES


